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Editorial
Gord Nuttall

Thank you to those who submitted member stories and pictures after our call for content in the last issue, however we
still need more stories. I know they are out there, as I am sure
many will be told at the banquet on March 26, 2016 in Nisku
this year. Please consider taking the time to put your stories
in written format for all members to read and enjoy.
There are many published article these days about allowing crossbows to be used in archery–only seasons. In addition, much is being written and communicated about the
hunting community needing to stand united as one, instead
of separate niche groups to protect our hunting heritage. As
a hunter who prefers to hunt with an arrow, I treat the issues
separately, although they seem to get mixed up lots but the
facts are that crossbows offer huge advantages over vertical
bows and there is no Alberta hunting organization stopping
hunters from hunting with a crossbow today.
To review, crossbow advantages over vertical bows are as
follows:
•

Crossbow horizontal limb design easily allow resting
the stock for stability eliminating muscle fatigue and
increasing holding times.
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SUBMISSIONS
ABA Newsletter welcomes input, photos and
stories from its subscribers (ABA Members).
For feature articles, please send one thousand
words of your adventure along with three (3)
high resolution digital photographs to email
listed here. Your story (or photo) will be placed
in the publishing queue. Send the highest resolution possible for brag board pictures.

JOIN MEMBERSHIP

•

Bulky clothing, required to stay warm, interferes with
strings and form on that of compound or traditional
bow, not the case with a crossbow

To join the ABA and regularly receive this newsletter, be eligable for the awards programs and
insurance coverage do it quick and easy at our
online store, get immediate email confirmation
and print your own membership card.

•

No drawing motion exists for crossbow hunters, a huge
advantage when a hunter is in close

Or join by mail (application on page 23 or from website) and mail to :

•

With the drawing motion excluded, the prone shooting position becomes possible with crossbow hunting
opening up a barrage of new ambushing setups.

•

Crossbow shooters can become proficient out to 50
meters within minutes of trying one, without the rigid
practice regime of vertical bow shooting.

In Alberta, there are ample opportunities to hunt with a
crossbow already, including many ‘rut’ hunts. It is doubtful
that the push to allow crossbows in archery-only seasons
will completely disappear from debate anytime soon, but
remember allowing these advantages weapons in a season
designed for vertical bows has major implications, especially
in a species rich province like Alberta. Other jurisdictions
that introduced crossbows saw a harvest increase, which is
exactly what they wanted to help manage increasing whitetail populations – not an issue in Alberta. Increasing success
rates is usually followed by a decrease in opportunity, which
would mean more draws for archery seasons. We are all in
this together, so ensure that standing united with all other
hunters is not brought into the ‘crossbow in archery season’
debate – they are separate and should be treated as such.

Gord Nuttall

ABA Membership Director
Box 89021 Mckenzie Towne
Calgary, Alberta T2Z 3W3

John@albertabowhunters.com

WEBSITE
www.bowhunters.ca

ONLINE STORE
www.albertabowhunters.com
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Ol’ Tyke
his Bears
by Chester Dodgson

and

The spring of 2015 would turn out to be an exciting one. I had the opportunity to get back at an old
bait that I’ve raised more than a few cubs off in the
many previous years. Six years ago I’d moved away
from my home town and away from the Peace River
hills that I’ve become very fond of hunting mule deer,
coyotes and of course spring black bears! The move
wasn’t that far away but it did take me off my established bait of many years. I still pursued bears at my
new area and was able to take a beautiful chocolate
color phase that made a dandy rug.

4

With the move back home in November of 2014 the
anticipation started to build at what the spring would
bring to me in the way of bears from the ole coulée. I
made a couple calls to the land owner and his renter
both of which I’d call friends after knowing them for
the last twenty plus years. They gave me the “Green
Light” and the response you typically get from an old
cattle rancher and grain farmer...”shoot them all”!! It
didn’t seem like it was very long before I was tearing
down my two man stand and rounding up my bait
barrel out at the farm and hauling it out to my bait
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site. Upon arriving at the bait and going to “my tree”
I realized that the top had blown off the old spruce
and wasn’t going to offer me much cover. I’ve made a
point over the years that if I can sit from a spruce tree
in early spring I will, they still give great cover when
all the foliage is yet to bloom on the popular trees.
So off I went down the ridge of the coulée to where
I knew of a clump of three or four old tall spruce
trees, which was about two hundred yards from my
other spot. With the handy work of a power saw I
had cut out an area and laid all the trimmings along
the thick stand of caragana bush that had consumed
this area. It would cause a couple funnels and should
prove to give me a 15 yard shot if the bears played
ball. As Murphy’s Law has a way of playing into ones
best preparations the straps on my stand were rotten
and broke, so a second visit would be necessary and
as well as needing a buddy help me hoist it up into
place. Upon my return a few days later the empty
barrel was knocked over and a pile of fresh scat sent
out a warm welcome! After getting the stand up and
the limbs trimmed I realized just how great this setup was and the potential it had. The eight foot long

spruce limbs were sweeping down and blanketed
me from the sun even at high noon!
I had lots of fond memories of sitting this area with
the harvest of a 20 10/16” bear in 2004 and as it just
so happens I was using the same exact barrel that I
had used to harvest that bear.
Well it was time to stack the buffet full and see where
things would go. Bear activity started within two days
of me crashing around with a tree stand, barrel and
power saw so I was more than optimistic! Bear season opened on April 15 here and there wasn’t much
snow at all so things looked like they could be early. It
wouldn’t be like previous years when I’d have to drag
bait in on a toboggan! My first picture of a bear was
taken on the fifth of April.
It was my routine for the next 10 days or so to go
back and forth to top up the grub and pull cards.
I was seeing a number of juvenile bears and the
old barrel was supplying an ample supply of oats,
cooking oil, honey, and beaver carcasses to keep all
bears happy and well fed. I say ample do to the fact
that in my rookie years I had cut a hole in this barrel
you could drive a classic car through! Although I had
welded some expanded metal over most of the hole,
they were able to bend it back at will and keep me in
the poor house with a local trapper selling me a pile
of beavers! It was the twentieth of April when I would
pull my cards and check them...the computer screen
flashed a thumbnail picture of what would prove to
be the reason for this story! After a hiatus of five
years a truly great bear had turned up out of my old
honey hole and I was pumped. With my visits over
the next couple days the pictures would continue to
show his presence and it was killing me that I had no
time to sit in my stand, as I’d be on call till five pm until the 24th. On mid-day Saturday the 25th I re-baited
and prepared all my gear for a sit on Sunday. As it
turned out Sunday was exactly a month prior to my
birthday and I quipped to the wife that I was going to
harvest my annual spring birthday bear.

If I remember right I was on my stand by about five
thirty or six o’clock after flushing a bunch of noisy
ravens off the barrel. I rarely take the time to video
any of my hunts but had already installed the camera
arm so thought why not, with my little hand held rolling along I sat and waited on my extended family to
come have supper. Doing what we all do in this day
in age I sat and texted a couple hunting buddies of
my status in the tree. It wasn’t too long before a black
hide appeared from out of nowhere and the little fella
milled around the barrel plucking what he could from
the tangle of trees that surrounds my barrel like a
greasy honey covered teepee. It wasn’t too long before his attention swung to my left and out came a
bear. This bear walked in like he owned the place
but never showed any aggressive behaviour toward
the little one. The young one didn’t blast off in typical fashion but did back off and stood there waiting
in line. The large hole in the barrel just so happened
to be on the far side and caused the bear to be lost
mostly from sight as he dug and tore at getting his
share of beaver steak! Once he was able to pull a
chunk free he ambled off from the direction from
in which he came and the young bear went for the
grub again as if nothing had happen. This went on
for over an hour with the changing of the guard taking place two more times. In the midst of this I caught
a glimpse of another bear that staged itself about
forty yards away once but I presume had not made
friends with the top dog and so melted back into the
woodwork of thick caraganas. I took a picture on the
second approach of the big bear and sent to a friend
that had been following along over the last few days
and hours. Needless to say there was an exchange
of texts that would question my sanity and the WTF
are you doing...shoot that bear!! I’m like it’s my first
night on stand and be a shame to end it all tonight.
With lots of trail cam pictures and now over and hour
of video I chose to follow the suggestion of Sheldon
and harvest the bear.
He had made his second exit and I could hear him
crushing bones, he was less than twenty yards away
in the thick bush eating. The little guy was out in front
of me at the barrel by this time at twelve yards. I
stood, took my bow in hand and prepared for his return. The young bear as he had twice before alerted
me to the incoming bigger bear and moved off. Again,
‘fatty’ walked straight for the beavers that he knew
where waiting on him. I was at full draw now but he
presented no shot. I needed him to stop and stand.
Within a minute, he pulled out a cantaloupe sized
chuck of beaver carcass supper and had it swinging from his jaws, as he was on the way out again!
Following him through my sight I caught a glimpses
up in the top right corner of the bait site, that third
bear again presented itself to see what’s going on.
My boy stops dead in his tracks and turns his head
and body to look. With two strides away from disappearing again to his feeding bed...the beaver carcass swinging in his mouth a HellRazor Broadhead
rips clean through him and the woods exploded!
The play back shows the five hundred and seventy
two pound bear jumping straight in the air three feet
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and launching off into the tangle of thick bush like a
Bracket Racing car smashing off trees in his wake!
My arrow with the blue nock glowing away was stuck
in the ground fifteen yards away, within seconds of
hearing the snapping trees the death moan started
to fill the evening hush and he laid his head down on
final time 42 yards away.
With an hour before dark yet I climbed down and
began to assess how I was going to move what
turned out to be a brute of a bear!! I called my wife
and awaited the arrival of the power saw, quad, and
a sleigh to pull him out. After cutting our way into him
through what would prove to be the tangled maze
that he used for his approach through the bush to
the bait. We moved him out for pictures and then onto
a trailer for a trip to town. I had called ahead and had
the scale left on at the local grain car loading site.
Five hundred and seventy two pounds of hide, bones
and teeth!!

6
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So many different things all brought back so much
nostalgia this spring to this particular bait that it has
been and still is kinda surreal...can’t wait to see my
boy come back from the taxidermist to share his spot
in my collection of bowhunting harvests! I’ll be back
at growing them up this spring!!
As the title suggests “Ole Tyke” is the land owner
that has allowed me to bait on his property for over
fifteen years and as he’s up into his eighties now I
just wanted to take the chance to publicly say “Thank
You”. He is as proud of the fact as I am that we could
be a part of such a tremendous bear. Once Tyke
caught wind of my harvest he made a point of coming to see me and asked for a picture to share with
his friends. I’ll say without his support none of this
would have happened...so Tyke may your years continue to stack up, and may we share many more stories and pictures of bears.

2nd Annual

t

Cougar Hunt Raffle

l

d

u

o

Tickets $100 - only 100 printed!

o

LICENSE # 417153
Draw March 26, 2016
ABA Banquet @ Nisku Inn, Nisku AB

Tickets available online at the ABA online store www.bowhunters.ca starting 12:00pm
(noon) Dec 10, 2015. Cash or cheque sales available from raffle chair person Brent
Watson (brent@albertabowhunters.com - cell 780-978-1195. 10238-110 Ave., Grande
Prairie, AB T8V 1S7). Sales will be time stamped once the transaction is completed
online/cash or cheque in hand, to ensure first come first served.

Conditions:

s

Guide/outfitter is Kelly Morton of Mayerthorpe, AB. Hunt value is $6000.
Open to Alberta residents only. Must be 18 or older to purchase tickets.
Hunter can use any legal hunting equipment as outlined in the current Alberta Hunting Regulations.
Responsibility of raffle winner - transportation to and from main hunt rendezvous location
(be determined at time of hunt), tips, Alberta resident cougar license.
Exact hunt dates based on open availability (starting first week Dec 2016), dependent on
weather conditions and hunt location, opening/closing of zones. Hunter should be prepared
for call on short notice. Guaranteed an opportunity at a mature tom.
ABA Newsletter
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by Mark Anderson

On these three quarters of grazing land I’ve got four
stands and a couple game cameras set up, so I’ve
got some options and have an idea of what’s moving in the area. There’s one stand I put up a couple
weeks into the season that I’m not too happy with. I
was trying to target a certain area where I’ve seen
deer traffic in past years, but I don’t think the stand
8 is in a great
ABAspot.
Newsletter
The cutline it’s setup on is only 20
yards across and it’s a pretty narrow window to hope

for deer to cross through. This morning I’ve decided
I want to move this stand to a different spot, but I may
as well sit in it for one more morning before I take it
down.
So I’m setup in the stand at first light and daydreaming to pass the time. About an hour into legal time I
hear a twig break off to my right and I snap to attention. Something’s coming into the stand; great! I can
see something moving through the trees that isn’t a
cow, so I stand and flip up the seat and get ready.
(I’m right-handed, so I have to spin around to face
the tree in order to shoot to the right.) Out pops this
little 1x1 whitetail buck; his antlers are barely past
his ears. Well it’s nice I’m seeing something besides
squirrels. This little buck wanders along the track
past my stand until he’s about 10 yards out. At one

Photo credit: Steven Kersting

It’s early October 2015 and I’m headed into some
private land in the Calgary bowzone for the twelfth
time searching for my first archery buck. I’ve shot a
number of bucks with a rifle, but haven’t connected
with one during archery. I’ve labelled my PSE Stinger as the Ladykiller because I’ve taken a female mule
deer, whitetail, moose, and elk, but no bulls or bucks.

point he picks me out standing 16 feet up the tree
and takes a long hard look, but eventually decides
I’m harmless and keeps walking. Then another twig
snaps off to my right!

tures of him and he helps me pass the time for my
deathwatch. I’ll catch him next year when he’s a bigger 5x5! Alright, so 40 minutes is finally up and it’s
time to track down the 4x4.

It’s another buck! In comes a 2x3 whitetail. He’s still
too small for me to shoot, but it’s cool seeing more
animals come into this stand. So now I’ve got two
bucks wandering around at 10 to 20 yards out and
I’m trying to stand still so I don’t spook them off. Both
bucks are still looking at me from time to time, but
they must not be catching my scent. Did you hear a
leaf crunch

I walk over to where I shot him and recover my arrow covered in blood and fat; Ok, looking good. I
start tracking him down the ridge through the trees.
The blood sign is bright red and pretty steady. I lose
the track a couple times, but always manage to find
it again and keep on going. Finally after about 300
yards I find him. Success! The Ladykiller is no more
and I’ve got my first archery buck down. Awesome!
Now the work begins.

Lo and behold, in comes
buck #3 on the right! Here’s
a decent 4x4 and he’s a
shooter for my first archery
buck. I’m trying to range
him where he’s standing
back in the trees without
getting the attention of the
other 2 bucks still under
my stand. The 4x4 is slowly
walking by through the trees
at 35 yards out. I come to
full draw when the 3 bucks
aren’t looking and give a
short buck grunt. The 4x4
stops to look around and
I nail him with a 100 grain
4-blade slick-trick. He takes
off down the hill and the other 2 bucks scatter.
I watch where he runs off
and take note of the time to
start my 40 minute deathwatch. I learned this deathwatch trick the hard way in
my first year archery hunting, when I bailed out of
my stand 10 minutes after
shooting a doe and kicked
her up where she’d bedded
down. I tracked her for 4
hours in the dark and even
came back the next morning, but I was greeted with
the first snowfall of the year and never found her. I
give all my archery shots at least 40 minutes to bleed
out to ensure they stay put.
I pull out my phone to text a buddy and I’m just vibrating with adrenaline. Talk about buck fever! It’s
great. And then another twig snaps off to my right!
In walks whitetail buck #4 and he’s a slightly bigger
4x5. Mr. Trigger-happy (me) didn’t wait long enough
and now I get to watch a bigger buck walk by. Well I
take some pictures with my phone as this buck walks
right in to 5 yards. He eventually spots me up in the
tree but doesn’t even spook; he just stares at me and
then slowly makes his way out. I get some good pic-

I tag him and gut him out. It turns out I caught him
just a hair too far back it was a liver shot that killed
him. Not the best shot, but no damage to the meat
and no gut shot, so it turned out alright. I hike back
to my truck to pick up my game cart and then drag
him out. I probably rolled the cart a dozen times
hopping downed trees, but eventually get him back
to the truck. The landowner next door happens to
drive by just as I roll up to my truck and he gives me
a hand loading the buck into the truck. It’s about
1100am and I’m tired, but it’s time to go home and
start butchering. I get him cut, ground, and wrapped
by 8pm and it’s a job well done. Not quite a wallhanger, but I’m elated for getting my first archery
buck.
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Anchor Points
Mark Twang

If you have any questions or would like to
suggest a future archery topic please email:
MarkTwang@canadianhuntingsociety.com

Compound Bow Tuning - Initial Setup (part 1)
Introduction:
There are many different methodologies, opinions,
ideas, about bow tuning. In order to get back into
the history and idea of compound bow tuning it
was simply a method of ensuring the arrows came
out of the bow as consistently and straight as possible. Tuning includes all three elements: the archer,
the bow and the arrow. The most important is the
archer which I have discussed in previous articles
as this is the single biggest input to accuracy and
consistency. We have discussed archery form, arrow selection and now I will take on a topic that has
many facets, opinions ideas, and seems more of an
art than a science.

to fit the equipment to the archer’s tendencies and
preferences. In my previous articles I refer to bow
fit and arrow fit as being paramount. For the archer
there is also the factor that if they know their bow is
“super hyper awesomely tuned” they will have more
confidence and this improves the mental game and
they shoot it better. Kind of like why red cars always
go faster.
Above: Berger hole location. Below: Berger hole with
arrow aligned horizontally

How important is tuning?
A great story I like is a pro shooter at the Vegas
shoot had his bow blow up just before his shooting time. He quickly went to his sponsor’s booth
and changed gear from one bow to brand new on,
shot a few arrows got sighted in and then went and
shot his round and won. His arrows were fishtailing
like crazy but were landing in center of target. Afterwards he shot through paper and had a 6” tear
to one side. But his bow was consistent and obviously the archer was consistent and in the end it
all worked. Now in the hands of a less skilled or
consistent archer it may not have worked so well.
In the field with a broad head on the arrow it probably would not have worked as well either. There
are many variables and a properly tuned bow is invaluable in hunting.
What is tuning?
When compounds first came out they were a machine that actually used guitar tuning pegs on
the cables. These were used to get the limbs and
cables all timed and tuned for level nock travel. A
good archer could increase scores by having a
consistent bow and level nock travel which helped
allow for archer error and thus the term was a bow
was “forgiving”. Fast forward to today’s modern
compound which has advanced greatly and tuning
is more about matching archer, arrow and bow into
a cohesive unit. Each archer has different input to a
bow and there are some tweaks that can be made

10
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Tuning Basics:
While there are many methodologies for tuning and
each have their strengths the basics are the same.
We want an arrow flying straight and predictable as
soon as possible out of the bow after it is cycled.
All of these methodologies give indications to the
overall objective. Archers will use some or all of
these in the quest for a perfect tune. I really think
some of these were invented so it could justify why

a person was fiddling with some gadgetry on their
bow. The word tuning lends more credibility than
“fiddling with it”.
Tuning Methodologies:
1. Paper Tuning: Where you shoot an arrow
through paper to get indication of arrow flight.
2. Bare shaft tuning: Where you compare impact
point of a bare shaft arrow with a fletched arrow to get indication of arrow flight
3. Group Tuning: this is where you shoot different combinations and compare group size.
This is probably the best tuning it just is most
time consuming.
4. Walk back tuning: Where you shoot at the
same point and get indication of arrow flight
as one increases distance (walks back from
target)
5. Broadhead tuning: Where you shoot a broad
head tipped arrow and a field point tipped arrow to compare impact point to get indication
of arrow flight.
6. Hooter Shooter tuning: (Just had to say it) This
is where you use a shooting machine to remove archer input and test various setups to
get best consistency, which is really good for
finding arrows that like to stray from the group.
7. Tiller tuning: Adjusting limb bolts to change
angle of riser in hand/even out limbs
8. Creep Tuning: Adjusting bow to maximize forgiveness with bows with soft wall or long valleys.
9. Gravel tuning/Pavement tuning: When you get
fed up with the quest for the perfect tune and
you drag bow behind vehicle in frustration.
Works well on… (insert bow company here).
Or as the original story goes a fellow forgot
his bow on the roof of his vehicle and took off
and it fell off and someone asked him what he
was doing in an attempt at maintaining credibility said he was gravel tuning his bow.
Initial Bow Setup (Rest and Nock Point/D-loop
Setup)
With initial setup of a bow it really is about positioning the rest and D-loop/Nock Point correctly everything else just bolts on. The rest and nock point are
the only contact points between bow and arrow and
everything else is peripheral equipment. So after
you have rest bolted on and installed whether it be
a drop away or, lizard tongue or biscuit style. Tied
into cables, limb, slide or whatever as per manufacturer instructions then we need to position the rest
so it holds the arrow in the correct location which
we will call center shot. i.e. the center of the bow.
With today’s modern bows a lot of groundwork is

done for archers and bow technicians. All bows
have a center shot identified where the level arrow
is designed to pass through. In all bows the vertical
is marked by the “berger hole” (Picture 1, Picture
2)) or the attachment point of the rest. The horizontal is usually a point identified in bow manual measured from riser at “berger hole” Many bows now
have a marked line on the handle to assist where
you can line up string. Easiest way to initially setup
a bow is to set nock point so arrow is 1/32 or so
high on the nock point with arrow passing through
middle of “berger hole” when bow is at rest. This
seems to suit most archers and then I back up and
align arrow with string with string aligned to center
of bow (Picture 3) which helps me see the actual
center shot for the bow. Then the tuning begins: Remember this is an initial setup and after tuning and
adjustment things may change.
Conclusion:
Left Right alignment, string
In the next article I will down center, arrow aligned.
get into each of the
methodologies in the
following articles. I
will also explain what
I do and some of the
pitfalls to avoid and
what to be careful of.
Because in all tuning methods except
for the shooting machine tuning there is
archer input so one
has to be careful that
we isolate equipment
issues and archer issues. Reading a tear
or impact point does
not help us unless
we know what we
are looking for and
why. It is also helpful to have someone
what ones form while
doing this as no matter how “tuned” a
bow is it cannot compensate for improper form. In order to
get into the methodologies I had to get
some initial introduction information out
of the way first.

About Mark Twang
Mark Twang is an average Alberta Bowhunters Association Archer,
with 20+ years of archery experience and has decided to share
some of the archery technical information he has gathered over
the years as a bow hunter, archery tech, competitor and coach.
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News
PRESIDENTS Report
Brent Watson
A great deal of the winter is now
behind us and from all reports will
be a banner year for game province wide - little snow and moderate to mild temperatures. In
most parts of the province this
will be the third good winter and
that should bolster big game numbers. Trouble is, these conditions
also help maintain the high levels
of predators we are seeing across
the landscape which in turn have
profound effects on the same
game populations. Can’t win.
On Dec 2 2015 stakeholders and
government met to go over the
new direction our meetings will
now take - will be called “Alberta
Game Policy Advisory Committee”. This committee will be discussing and giving stakeholder
feedback on provincial issues in
scope, discussing and developing “policies”, species management plans that will guide decision
making in the future. We did start
discussion on the first item we will
be dealing with - the “Allocation
Review” which will set policy as to
how the big game allocation “pie”
will be shared. Who gets what resident and non-resident, bowhunter share, landowner tags. The
next meeting is scheduled for Jan
28. As these meetings progress,
we will be advising members as to
what is going on and will be asking
for feedback on specific items in
the discussions. Look for updates
in the newsletter, through our
mass email list, Facebook page,
our website. In addition to these
AGPAC meetings, there will be a
“regulations meeting” sometime
in the spring where F&W will be
presenting the regulation changes
being proposed for the fall of 2016
- if any member has an idea of a
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regulation change they would like
to see, fill out the template of questions (can be found in any newsletter and on the website) and send
to our Regulations Chairman Terry
(Terry@albertabowhunters.com)
or myself (Brent@albertabowhunters.com).
In the last newsletter we launched
the 2nd Annual “Cougar Hunt Raffle”. Newsletters hit the mailboxes
in the first week of December and
then we sent out a mass email/on
Facebook Dec 13 notifying the
general public of the raffle. We
sold most of the tickets online and
it worked awesome!! The raffle
sold out on Dec 26 and we will do
the draw at the banquet!! Good
luck to everyone who bought a
ticket.
The theme for next year’s banquet (March 26 at the Nisku Inn see poster in this edition) will be
“Bears” and looks like we should
have a great display. Contact either Cole O’Neill (Cole@albertabowhunters.com) or Dale Johnson
(Dale@albertabowhunters.
com) if you would like to bring
something. In the last issue we
indicated we would be doing an
incentive “draw” to get people to
bring bear mounts/rugs for the
display and we changed things
up a bit. It was discussed and
passed at an executive meeting to
do a draw of all those who bring
an item (full or half mount, shoulder mount or full rug) (one ticket
per item, no limit) and the winner
will get a free table of eight for the
2017 banquet. We will still have
the large 4x4 canvas black bear
painting by Ric Fedyna available in
a card raffle. In keeping with the
“Bears” theme our guest speaker

will be Mike Ukrainetz - “Bowhunting Big Alberta Black Bears.” I
don’t know of many others who
have the knowledge and experience on the subject that Mike has.
Look for the banquet poster in this
issue for all the details as to date,
time, room booking details, how to
get your banquet tickets.
When you send Ryk your game
awards entry forms, make sure
you follow up with him by phone or
email to make sure he has actually
gotten your entries. We have had
some cases where the email file
with accompanying pictures was
so big it did not make it. Same with
some entries faxed in. The BEST
way to send him your entries is to
scan and email the “completed”
entry form then follow up with a
phone call or separate email to
make sure he did get them. We
have phenomenal prizes for those
youngsters who enter an animal
into the youth awards - make sure
if your kid(s) or someone you know
has taken an animal with their bow
to get the entry in. Members have
had some great success this year
and we will have 3 Grandmaster
portraits to present!!
It’s that time of year again -- RENEWAL TIME. If anyone has used
the website store to renew their
membership, you’ll know how easy
and quick it is!! Awesome job by
John and Lance in developing the
new system. You get an immediate
email confirmation and can print
off your own membership card.
Your ABA membership number
stays with you forever. Your number and date of expiry is on the
mailing label of your newsletter
or you can contact John (John@
albertabowhunters.com) or Brent

(Brent@albertabowhunters.com)
to have either checked. If you are
a new member, John will email you
your number when he processes
your membership and you just fill

it in on your membership card. Is
a very simple and quick way to
renew and saves the ABA a great
deal of $$ plus a lot of volunteer
time.

Here’s hoping the winter stays the
same. Good for us humans too!
Hope to see everyone at the AGM
and the banquet!!

2016 Elections
This year, the ABA positions up for election are:
•

Vice President

•

Treasurer

•

Membership

•

3D Director

•

Central Director

•

South Director

If anyone is interested in running for any of the above
positions, contact Brent or any of the executive members about running. The duties are outlined in the
constitution as well. Elections are held at the Annual
General Meeting (AGM) Mar 26 2016 at the Nisku Inn.

Whitetail
Taxidermy
780-991-4O86

Deer Shoulder Mounts $640
Deer Skull Bleaching $150
View sample work at:
www.whitetailtaxidermyleduc.com

2016 Game Awards
Get your entries to Ryk Visscher at:
1166 68 street
Edmonton, Alberta
T6K 3K4
780-462-6611
ryk@ryk.ca
Page 20 has the entry form.
Deadline is March 1st - NO EXCEPTIONS!

If you email your entry, please
follow up with Ryk to ensure he
received it.
ABA Newsletter
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39th Annual ABA Banquet & Convention
March 26, 2016 Theme: Bears

Guest Speaker Mike Ukrainetz

“Bowhunting Big
Alberta
Black Bears”

Joint hosted by the ATBA and ABA
ROOMS :

TICKETS :

•

Call 780-955-7744 for room reservations – use
BOWHUN to get a discount

•

•

Room rate (double Queen beds) $109 + tax

•

2 breakfast vouchers included

•

Book by March 8th to guarantee reservation

Convention Agenda:
•
•
•
•

3D Meeting 8:00 – 9:30 am
Regulations/AGM 9:45 – 1:00 pm
ATBA AGM 2:00pm - 4:00
Banquet 5:30 pm

ABA Game and 3D Awards, raffles and a ton of fun.

•
•
•
•

Online at www.bowhunters.ca or contact Brent
Watson
$65 Adult / $25 Youth (12 and under)
Limit of 300 banquet tickets.
NO tickets will be available at the door!!
If you purchase a full banquet table of 10, a
table will be reserved for you. Otherwise it is
open seating and first come, first served. NO
exceptions.

address:
Nisku Inn & Conference Center
1101 4th Street
Nisku, Alberta
ABA Newsletter
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Have something to brag about?
Then send a high resolution
photograph of your memorable
accomplishment to:
gord@albertabowhunters.com
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Have something to brag about?
Then send a high resolution
photograph of your memorable
accomplishment to:
gord@albertabowhunters.com
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ABA Game Awards Program
Small Game, Big Game, Master, and Grandmaster ABA bowhunter Awards (no time limit to earn), as well
as the Annual Big Game Awards program have been established for ABA members only. Applications
for these awards will be accepted only if the bowhunter is an ABA member at the time the game entered
is taken. Must be taken in a regulated hunting season and on a valid hunting license. All animals entered
must be taken under “The P&Y Rules Of Fair Chase” (www.pope-young.org) (NOT allowed are draw lock
devices, battery operated sights, bow mounted rangefinders, use of cellular trail cameras, etc.)(lighted
nocs (Lumenoks) and bow mounted cameras ARE allowed). Entries must be received by March 1 of the
following year – NO exceptions!!

Small Game Award

(Certificate)

ABA Bowhunter must take 1 species from 5 of the following 6 categories:

Rodent

Jack Rabbit
Snowshoe Hare
Cottontail Rabbit
Woodchuck
Gopher
Porcupine
Beaver
Red Squirrel

Migratory

Ducks
Coots
Common Snipe
(Wilson’s)
Geese

Varmint

Carnivore

Crow
Wolf
Magpie
Coyote
Pigeon
Badger
Starling
Fox
Skunk
Raccoon
Free ranging wild
boar
Game Bird
Raven (private land)
Hungarian
Partridge
Fish
Grouse
Species according to Ptarmigan
Fishing Regulations.
Merriam’s Turkey
Examples:
Pheasant
Sucker
Lake Whitefish

Big Game Award

For entries and any information regarding the ABA
Game Awards Program
contact:
Ryk Visscher
1166 68 Street
Edmonton, AB. T6k 3K4
780- 462-6611 (Anytime)
780-450-0386( (Fax)
ryk@ryk.ca (Email)

(Certificate)

ABA Bowhunter must take any 3 of Alberta’s 10 species (can be male or female)
Whitetail Deer
Elk
Bighorn Sheep
Black Bear
Mule Deer
Moose
Antelope
Cougar

Master Bowhunter Award

Mountain Goat
Bison

(Personalized Buckle $150 value)

ABA bowhunter must take four of Alberta’s 10 species and, with the exception of bears and cougars,
all must be legal males ( > 4” antlers, 4/5 curl, etc.). Two of the four must meet Pope & Young’s minimum
score. Bowhunter must have already earned a Small Game Award, and have taken at least one carnivore.

Grandmaster Bowhunter Award

ABA bowhunter must take six species of Pope & Young animals.
Bowhunter must have already earned a Small Game Award, and have taken at least one carnivore.

Annual Game Awards (Gold, Silver, & Bronze Plaques)
ABA Bowhunter must take the largest of Alberta’s species. Typical and Non-Typical species for Whitetail
and Mule Deer(Dec. 1st thru Nov. 30th).

Traditional Award

(Gold, Silver, & Bronze Plaques)

ABA Bowhunter must take the largest percentage of P&Y minimum score of any of Alberta’s ten species

Ladies Award

(Gold, Silver, & Bronze plaques)

ABA Bowhunter must take the largest percentage of P&Y minimum score of any of Alberta’s ten species

youth Award

(Gold, Silver, & Bronze plaques)

ABA Bowhunter must less than 17 years old on day animal is taken.)
ABA Bowhunter must take the largest percentage of P&Y minimum score of any of Alberta’s ten species
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GAME AWARDS APPLICATION FORM

Deadline March 1st

(MAKE COPIES OF THIS FORM FOR FUTURE USE, revised Feb 7, 2016)

BOWHUNTER (Please Print)
ANSWER THIS QUESTION, IT’S IMPORTANT!
Were you an ABA member at the time this animal was taken?
______________
Name: _____________________

Circle YES

NO

ABA Memb #

_Birthday (for youth entries 16 and under)_________________

Address: ____________________________________City:______________________________________
Postal Code: ____________ Phone # __________________ EMAIL ______________________________
ANIMAL
*Species: ______________**Sex_______***Pope & Young Score (V,NT?) __________
Taken with recurve/longbow (traditional Equipment) Yes ________No__________
* For Small Game indicate Category / Species e.g. Rodent / Gopher
** To be male, must have 4”horns or better
*** Only official P&Y scorers can fill this in, and affidavit below; make sure scorer
indicates Velvet and/or Non-Typical categories if applicable.
Date of Kill __________________Location of Kill (WMU) _______________________
Signature & Phone # of Witness (Verification of Bow Kill) ______________________
Photo of Bowhunter with Big Game animal entries are requested but not mandatory
AFFIDAVIT OF FAIR CHASE
I, _______________________________, by my signature do declare that my animal was killed by me entirely by means
of the bow and arrow, and in accordance with the “P&Y Rules of Fair Chase” (http://www.pope-young.org/) (NOT
allowed are draw lock devices, battery operated sights, bow mounted rangefinders, use of cellular trail cameras, etc.)
(lighted nocs (Lumenoks) and bow mounted cameras ARE allowed). Must be taken in a regulated hunting season and on
a valid hunting license.
Signature: _______________________________Date:______________, 20__________
AFFIDAVIT OF MEASURER
This affidavit shall be completed only when applying for “Annual Big Game Awards” and the “Master Bowhunter” Pope
& Young Animals.
I certify that I have measured the above trophy on___________________, 20_______
at (address)________________________City__________________Province________
and that this score, is to the best of my knowledge and belief, made in accordance with the official scoring system of the
Pope & Young Club.
Witness: ________________Signature (official P&Y measurer):__________________ OM#____________
Mail, Scan & Email (preferred) or Fax (last resort) all entries to Ryk Visscher at: 1166-68st, Edmonton, AB T6K 3K4
Email -- ryk@ryk.ca Home Office 780-462-6611 Fax 780-450-0386
(DEADLINE FOR ENTRIES MARCH 1 – NO EXTENSIONS, NO EXCEPTIONS!!)(Call to confirm)
ABA Newsletter
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Affiliated Clubs
Alberta Traditional Bowhunters
Association
Sandy Hrycyk
(403) 283-3431
Sandy.Hrycyk@gmail.com

Bighorn Bowhunters Club

Leslie Cuthbertson, Airdrie
(403) 948-4004
BrentAlana@
bighornbowhuntersandarchers.com

Brazeau Bowbender Archery

Cochrane Archery Club

Springbrook Archers

Lamont Fish and Game

Strathmore Archery Club

Greg Gerlitz, Cochrane
(403) 280-5442
greg.gerlitz@telus.net
Lamont, AB
Murray Laronde
(780)7202048
kmlaronde@telus.net

Kneehill Bowhunters & Archers

Drayton Valley, Leonard Claffey
brazeaubowbenders@gmail.com
bbb.epbrparkscouncil.org

Three Hills
Shawn Kopjar
(403) 443-7315
smkopjar@gmail.com

Calgary Archers Club

Parkland Bowbenders Archery
Club

Calgary
Vickilynne Schleppe
vschleppe@shaw.ca

Springbrook
Dwight Morency
dwightarcher@gmail.com
Strathmore, Kevin Kemps
(403) 934-6006
kevcinkemps@shaw.ca

Stavely Archery Lanes
Stavely

Vermillion River Archers

Spruce Grove
Robert Smith
(780) 916-8065
treasurer@parklandbowbenders.ca

Southern Alberta Bowhunters
Association

Vermillion, Ron Dixon
(780) 853-5046
tpconst@telusplanet.net

Woodland Archers

Whitecourt, Len Verbaas
(780) 778-4587
lenv@telus.net

Lethbridge
Bruce Drewry
(403) 320-1262
bruced1@telusplanet.net

Life Members
Honorary

Dave Coupland (‘99)
Mike Ukrainetz (‘99)
Fred Walker (‘00)
Court MacKid (‘03)
Ryk Visscher (‘04)
Lloyd Mutter (‘04)
Jack Kempf (‘06)
Duane Hicks (‘08)

Life Members
#1 Ryk Visscher (‘98)
#2 Tom Foss (‘98)
#3 Duane Hagman (‘98)
#4 Steve Hagman (‘98)
#5 Terry Hagman (‘98)
#6 Des Quinn (‘98)
#7 Allen Avery (‘98)
#8 Archie Nesbitt (‘99)
#9 Eric Ruahanen (‘99)
#10 Mike Ukrainetz (‘99)
#11 Adam Foss (‘99)
#12 Cameron Foss (‘99)
#13 Flint Simpson (‘99)
#14 David Chorkwa (‘00)
#15 Dale Collins (‘00)
#16 Darryl Kublik (‘01)
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#17 Reg Adair (‘02)
#18 Bill Gustafson (‘02)
#19 Gregg Sutley (‘02)
#20 Joe Winter (‘02)
#21 Bob Gruszecki (‘04)
#23 Dale Hislop (‘04)
#25 Mark Demchuk (‘06)
#26 David Little (‘06)
#27 Cam Johnson (‘07)
#28 Andy Wiese (‘07)
#29 Gary Gillett (‘07)
#30 Ted Hansen (‘07)
#31 Vince Aiello (‘07)
#32 Leon Groves (‘08)
#33 Erin Wilde (‘08)
#34 Dale Johnson (‘08)
#35 Rob Kubicek (‘08)
#36 Robert Giles (‘08)
#37 Terry Brew (‘08)
#38 Kelly Semple (‘09)
#39 Dale Heinz (‘09)
#40 Tim Sailer (‘09)
#41 Bradley Wells (‘09)
#42 Jim Wilson (‘09)
#43 Lance Neilson (‘09)
#44 Ricardo Longoria (‘09)
#45 Julie Griffiths (‘10)
#46 Mark Barber (‘10)

ABA Newsletter

#47 Curtis Cheney (‘10)
#48 Sandy Hrycyk (‘10)
#49 Wayne Didyk (‘10)
#50 Luke Viravec (‘10)
#51 Darrin West (‘10)
#52 Wes Pietz (‘10)
#53 Dwayne Huggins (‘10)
#54 Mike Stuart (‘10)
#55 Ted Brown (‘10)
#56 Kurt Lund (‘10)
#57 Trevor Yurchak (‘10)
#58 Gunther Tondeleir (‘10)
#59 Jim Johnson (‘11)
#60 Joe Mungo (‘11)
#61 Hal Ziprick (‘11)
#62 Tom Kampjes (‘11)
#63 Daniel Wise (‘11)
#64 Dave Zimmermann (‘11)
#65 Jennifer Ukrainetz (‘11)
#66 David Schlottke (‘12)
#67 Leonard Verbaas (‘12)
#68 Geordie Lund (‘12)
#69 Joey Sr Busetto (‘12)
#70 Dave Van Belleghem(‘12)
#71 Steve Rogers (‘12)
#72 Robert Bennett (‘12)
#73 Mark Engstrom (‘12)
#74 Chester Dodgson (‘13)
#75 Derek Bruce (‘13)

#76 Neil Johnson (‘13)
#77 Jesse Wrubleski (‘13)
#78 John Warwa (‘13)
#79 Mike Wood (‘13)
#80 Peter Demchuk (‘13)
#81 Mackenzie Mayer (‘13)
#82 Ryan Kohler (‘13)
#83 Cody Sutley (‘13)
#85 Jack Suggett (‘13)
#86 Dane Pecival (‘13)
#87 Dale Grimstead (‘14)
#88 Mike Cameron (‘14)
#89 Sean O’Neill (‘14)
#90 Jody Vegh (‘14)
#91 Alan Southwood (‘14)
#92 Jonathan Wrubleski (‘14)
#93 Eric Moland (‘14)
#94 Brandon Brown (‘14)
#95 Remington Dietzen (‘15)
#96 Chris Crispin (‘15)
#97 Carson Toy (‘15)
#98 Derald Stone (‘15)
#99 Bert Frelink (‘15)
#100 Dustin Wanke (‘15)
#101 Ryan Bartholow (‘15)
#102 Gord Nuttall (‘15)
#103 Darcy Barrett (‘15)
#104 Levy Groves (‘15)
#111 Corey Friesen (‘14)

ABA MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION FORM
Yes! I want to protect bowhunting in Alberta.
Keep up the fight to PROTECT AND DEFEND BOWHUNTING
Surname ___________________________________________________ First Name ____________________________________________
Mailing Address _____________________________________________________________________________________________________
Town/City ___________________________________ Province _________________________ Postal Code ______________________
Home Phone _______________________________________________ Email Address _________________________________________
Date of Birth _______________________________________________
Membership Fees:
Single Adult Membership
Single Youth Membership
Family Membership
Life Membership

1 Year

2 Years

3 Years

$35.00
$25.00
$70.00
$500.00

$65.00
$45.00
$130.00

$90.00
$65.00
$190.00

THE VOICE FOR ALBERTA BOWHUNTERS SINCE 1956
It is not by accident that Alberta has the
most envied archery season of any province
in Canada. It has taken years of dedicated
work by members of the Alberta Bowhunter
Association (ABA) to accomplish this.

List Names & Date of Birth Here

The ABA continues to work in
improving and retaining bowhunting
opportunities.

Name ______________________________________________________ Date of Birth ______________________ (dd/mm/yy)
Name ______________________________________________________ Date of Birth ______________________ (dd/mm/yy)
Name ______________________________________________________ Date of Birth ______________________

(dd/mm/yy)

Name ______________________________________________________ Date of Birth ______________________

(dd/mm/yy)

Name ______________________________________________________ Date of Birth ______________________

(dd/mm/yy)

Name ______________________________________________________ Date of Birth ______________________

(dd/mm/yy)

Children must be under 18 on January 1st.
Minimum 3 family members must join to
qualify for a family rate.

We have also joined forces with other user
groups in attempts to lobby government
for changes to regulations and policy even
though they many not be archery-only
changes. We are focused on the “Big Picture” and are aware of the pressure we face
in this fast paced, ever changing world we
now live in.

Make cheques payable to:
Alberta Bowhunters Association
Mail to:
ABA Membership Director
Box 89021 Mckenzie Towne
Calgary, Alberta
T2Z 3W3

You can also register online on our secure website

www.bowhunters.ca

Information is subject to change without notice

Hunting For Tomorrow

The ABA is a participating member of the Hunting For
Tomorrow (HFT) stakeholder meetings. HFT strives to
increase hunter numbers and lobby to make changes to
hunting regulations.

Some part successes are
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Allow the use of camo clothing (1969)
Allow the use of aluminum arrows (1970)
Legalized bow ﬁshing
Black bear baiting
Archery pre-season province wide (1976/77)
Antelope archery season (1976/77)
Bighorn sheep season. 410 and 408
Antlerless deer tags in 212 and 248
Antlerless elk tags in 212
Archery pre-season for elk (not requiring a draw)
Archery only areas around Edmonton and Calgary
(1975)
Lobby for Sunday hunting in much of the province
(‘08-11)
Successful lobby to retain Parkland County as archery
only (2009)
Successful lobby to crossbows out of the archery success (2011)
Revamping of cougar management (general tag) (2011)
Successful lobby to stop further erosion of archery
seasons by muzzleloaders (2011)
Standardized start dates for archery - August 25th and
September 1st (2011)
Earlier start and later end dates to black bear seasons in
Southern portions of province (2011)
Allow non-trophy or trophy antelope to be taken in
archery only season in all antelope zones (2011)
Archery pre-season for elk in WMU 164, 166 and 208
(2011)
Hunt WMU 164 Monday-Saturday (2011)
Allow hunting of red squirrel on private land (2011)

Beneﬁts of Membership

• Participating member of the Alberta Outdoor
Coalition
• Participating member of SRD Alberta Game
Management Advisory Group
• Supporting member of North American Bowhunting Coalition
• Working with other sporting groups in defending
outdoors activities
• Single Voice for Bowhunters in the Provincial
Government
• Extensive Youth and New Bowhunter Programs
• Liability Insurance for clubs and members
• Promotion of International Bowhunter Educational Programs and the National Archery is
Schools Program

3D Animal Target Shoots

The ABA has a “3D Provincial Championship”
program, which sanctions three, 3D animal
target shoots each year across the province.

Game Havest Awards

Annual Banquet/Convention
Come join fellow bowhunters at the annual banquet
& convention to celebrate archery and bowhunting
in Alberta. Lots of stories, lots of laughs! Guest
speaker, awards, draws, rafﬂes and game display.

Newsletter
You will receive a
quarterly newsletter which includes
ABA executive reports, future events,
hunting stories and
much more.

Alberta

BOWHUNTERS
2014 SPRING
NEWSLETTER

ASSOCIATION

LAST
ISSUE
BEFORE
YOU
RENEW

Never Give Up | Handlebar Hank | Spears & Atlatls

The ABA has an internationally acclaimed Game
Awards system includes the Lloyd Mutter Grandmaster Award (framed personalized print) and the
Fred Walker Youth Award, among others.

This is our future!

ABA Newsletter
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Pope & Young
Measurer’s in
Alberta

VERBAAS, LEONARD
(780) 778-4587
(780) 778-0563
lenv@telus.net
Siegfried, Curtis
(780) 778-4856
crsiegfried@hotmail.com

GRAHAM, JOHN M. (Jack)
(780) 434-1198
JOHNSON, DALE
(780) 483-1721
(780) 893-5892
arrowest@telusplanet.net
VISSCHER, RYK
(780) 462-6611
ryk@ryk.ca

ELLIS, GORDON
(780) 532-3274
(780) 539-9594
gpellis@telus.net

Bromberger, Dean
(780) 450-6124
(780) 983-5593
bbromberger@shaw.ca

WATSON, BRENT
(780) 539-9811
(780) 978-1195

bcwatson@telusplanet.net

RAUHANEN, ERIC
(780) 723-3475
hunting@telusplanet.net

DAUDELIN, BOB
(780) 848-7557
(780) 514-8783
bob@aag-gis.com

BRAYFORD, KEVIN
(403) 280-1655
kbrayford@shaw.ca

KAISER, DALLAS
(403) 224-2090
dkaiser74@gmail.com

PAPLAWSKI, DAVID W.
(403) 278-3741
(403) 816-5334
dave@aheia.com

BAIER, SYLVESTER
(780) 672-1186
(780) 878-4096
forsly@gmail.com

BREW, TERRY
(Clive)
(403)-784-2084
bowshot@gmail.com
walliiser, mike
(Red Deer)
403-396-5335
stealthm@telus.net

COUPLAND, DAVID R.
(403) 249-6240
(403) 620-3360
coupland@ckaid.com
DILLABOUGH, CHAD
(403) 202-0796
(403) 660-2247
chad.dillabough@omersenergy.
com

ENGLAND, ALBERT
(780) 875-2673
(780) 875-0575
abe_pat@telus.net

PATERSON, LINDSEY
(403) 627-1532
(403) 637-5119
drpatsy1@shaw.ca

MEYER, DENNIS
(403) 381-1558
(403) 380-6495
MEYER, JESSE
(403) 328-0896
(403) 308-0337

Return Undeliverable Canadian Addresses to:
Alberta Bowhunter Association
c\o ABA Membership Director
Box 89021 Mckenzie Towne
Calgary, Alberta T2Z 3W3

40810580
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